A mathematical modelling study investigating the influence of knee joint flexion angle and extension moment on patellofemoral joint reaction force and stress.
Patellofemoral pain (PFP) is the most common orthopaedic condition among runners. Individuals with PFP exhibit greater patellofemoral joint (PFJ) reaction force and stress when compared with pain-free controls. However, it is not clear whether PFJ reaction force and stress are the highest (or lowest) when knee joint flexion angle and extension moment are in which combinations. We aimed to investigate the influence of knee joint flexion angle and extension moment on PFJ reaction force and stress. A PFJ sagittal model was used to quantify PFJ reaction force and stress. Based on the public dataset of the previous study, peak knee joint flexion angle and extension moment at various running speeds was calculated. Based on the calculated peak value, simulation ranges were set to knee joint flexion angle of 10-45° and extension moment of 0-240Nm. The quadriceps force, effective lever arm length at quadriceps muscle, and PFJ contact area were determined as a function of the knee joint flexion angle and extension moment, and finally PFJ forces and stress were estimated. PFJ reaction force increased as the knee flexion angle and extension moment increased. Although PFJ stress also increased as the knee extension moment increased, it was at the highest and lowest at 10° and about 30° knee joint flexion angles, respectively. Incorporating knee flexion posture (approximately 30°) during running may help in reducing PFJ stress, which would be useful in the prevention of pain and act as an optimal treatment program for PFP.